A newsletter for parishes and schools of the Archdiocese of Boston Office of Risk Management designed to increase risk management awareness and safety.

Visit our Website

COVID-19 Hotline: 617-746-5750; Dedicated email: corona@rcab.org

Covid-19 Reminders

With a surge in COVID-19 cases in the Commonwealth and beyond, it's more critical than ever that we take the necessary precautions: wear a mask, practice social distancing, and stay home when you are not feeling well. Read more...

Fire Prevention

The devastating 2019 Holy Week fire at Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris focused international attention on church fire safety. Closer to home, we have had serious fires that are a true wake-up call to the need for ceaseless vigilance. Read more...

Frozen Pipe Prevention

Frozen pipes account for millions of dollars in property loss. These losses can and should be prevented! Read more...

FEMA PUBLIC ASSISTANCE UPDATE

If you'd like to participate in the FEMA reimbursement program, there is still time.

In March, FEMA announced they would provide funding to eligible applicants for costs related to emergency protective measures conducted as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Read more...